An analysis of protein abundance suppression in data dependent liquid chromatography and tandem mass spectrometry with tryptic peptide mixtures of five known proteins.
Reverse phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) has been widely used in proteomics research for peptide separation. When protein samples are separated by RPLC and identified with electrospray ion trap mass spectrometry (ESI-MS), the signals of high-abundance proteins may suppress those of low-abundance proteins, a phenomenon known as abundance suppression. To what degree the abundance suppression correlates to the number of tryptic peptides in the high-abundance proteins has not been carefully investigated. We tried to answer this question by studying the mixtures digested from five known proteins. The numbers of identified tryptic peptides (longer than five amino acids) of the five proteins ranged from 12 to 47. Four different peptide mixtures with 10- to 100-fold abundance differences of five known proteins were separated by RPLC and identified by ESI-MS. Our results showed that abundance suppression was related to the tryptic peptide numbers in the high-abundance protein. Within a 100-fold protein abundance difference range, tryptic peptide number in the low-abundance proteins could be suppressed up to seven times by high-abundance proteins. The procedure we suggest here can help to identify low-abundance proteins co-purified with their high-abundance binding protein. The result can also help to identify specific high-abundance proteins for removal by immunoaffinity.